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Roboblock is a combination of Robo-Advisory and 

Blockchain where distribution and advice are shared 

among invited parties. 
 

Roboblock enables a global value chain for asset managers to share 

information and distribute advice globally among each other and with 

selected investors – without general ledger in between.  
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The future of advice and 
distribution 
 
 

Some time ago I was invited to Luxemburg for ALFI conference. More than 

700 financial decision makers from US, EU, Asia and Africa were present. Back 

in the old days the most interesting speech was held by a CEO from one of the 

top 3 investment banks – but not anymore. 

 
Now the presentation of a start-up CEO is more relevant for the audience. The 

audience, from which most work for top 100 investment banks, was confused about 

what they heard and how they could bring that to their own work, business unit and 

bank’s internal politics. To take this to an even higher level of confusion, let me 

introduce you the concept of Roboblock. 
 

Everyone involved in this fintech hype have most likely also noticed the buzz around 

Blockchain and Robo-Advisory. Blockchain has the potential to revolutionise the way 

we distribute wealth and account transactions, like banknotes and credit cards once did. 

Robo-Advisory is here to stay – like it or not. There are a numbers of factors why the 

weight of evolution in wealth management is significant today: assets flow to passive 

investment products, investors pay less and less fees, and regulation increases globally, 

to name but a few. 
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Understanding Roboblock distribution system 

 

 

The current system of distribution (wealth and 

cash) is based on central electronic ledger where 

banks do the checks. 
 

 

 

 
 

Public blockchain (permissionless) is an open 

network that anybody can access, like the bitcoin 

model. The digital ledger of transactions is shared, 

transparent and run by all parties. 
 

 
 
 

 

Private blockchain (permissioned) is most 

probably the preferred option, but not the only, 

for tier one investment and retail banks. It’s a 

closed system checking all details and controlling 

access by invitation only. 
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Roboblock is a concept where wealth and advice 

is distributed only between parties within the 

network. It is a combination of Robo-Advisory and 

Private Blockchain where distribution and advice 

are shared among invited parties. Roboblock may 

enable a global value chain for independent asset 

managers to share information and distribute 

advice globally among each other and with the 

investors invited. 

 

 
 

“Like the internet, it’s neither intrinsically good or bad, it just is”, 

states Simon Taylor (co-founder and blockchain director of 

11:FS) about Blockchain in the Financial Times,  

September 2016  

About the author 
Hannes Helenius 
Business and product development executive with nearly 20 years of international experience in 
driving new initiatives and making an impact in financial industry. Proven track-record in leading large 
scale business development efforts in the area of private banking. Strategic thinking and analytical 
mind combined with a hands-on management approach. | Chairman of the Board at FA Solutions  
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Implementing Roboblock 
 
 

Open technical architecture is the key for implementing Roboblock. When 

portfolio management systems are integrated and the information exchange is 

fluent, counterparties have more options to set up their service model towards 

the end client. 

Closed peer-to-peer model 

When two financial institutions agree on a model to manage their end clients, it is called 

a peer-to-peer model. Two portfolio management systems would be synchronized with 

each other so that the relevant information is continuously up-to-date. 

 

The division of work could for example be that the portfolio management company 

(Company A) agrees to handle client portfolios using model portfolios, settlements, 

trading, and reporting on behalf of a financial institution (Company B) that would handle 

client relationship management and sales. When a new client is acquired, their 

information is automatically transferred from Company B’s system to Company A’s 

system. Company A would then use its own facilities to manage the client portfolios, 

and all the relevant information (portfolio, transactions, securities…) would be 

continuously updated in Company B’s portfolio management system. The information 

exchange is closed and secured between the two companies. Data synchronization is 

handled on the system level using secure Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). 
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Multi-manager model 

The Peer-to-peer model can also be extended so that Company B has many alternative 

portfolio managers in addition to Company A. Also, the portfolio manager (Company A) 

may be handling multiple sales channels (in addition to Company B). This would in fact 

result in a many-to-many model even if information exchange is still peer-to-peer. 
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Open network of advice exchange 

Lighter versions of a peer-to-peer model could be a setup that facilitates the exchange 

of model portfolio information only. With this setup, the portfolio manager (Company 

A) would not know any details related to the end clients. The financial institution 

(Company B) would be responsible for managing the client and its portfolios, but using 

model portfolios provided by Company A. The portfolio manager (Company A) would 

only be responsible for managing individual model portfolios and their content, 

potentially also taking the view of (or making investment decisions related to) 

overweighting or underweighting different components. Company B would have more 

responsibilities versus a closed peer-to-peer model: settlements, trading and reporting. 

The information exchange would still be implemented using APIs, but instead of 

synchronizing all the client related information, only model portfolio information would 

be synchronized. The key to success with this model would be the flexibility and 

openness of the underlying portfolio management system and its APIs. 

  

 

  

About the author 

Juha Lehtonen 
Juha is the founder of FA Solutions and has a background both in the financial sector and in software 
development. He is focused on developing modern and agile solutions for investment management 
globally. | Managing Director at FA Solutions 
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Business overview for Roboblock 

The opportunity for the financial industry 

The buzz around Robo-Advisory and Blockchain is amazing. Robo-Advisories 

have been predicted to manage as much as $2.2 trillion assets by 2020, and 

Blockchain is said to bring about a revolution in the financial industry – some 

have even said it will be the new Internet. The main question there for you is 

that how could you utilize all the new technologies to turn the opportunities 

into profits? 

 

Roboblock is a set of tools to enable the industry to distribute knowhow (advice) and 

transactions. It enables companies to outsource asset management operations partly or 

fully, while still having the transparent control and audit trail of everything. For the 

counterparty it provides an opportunity for setting up additional distribution channels 

for their services, while they can retain focus on what they are best at. Both can benefit 

from a full scale Know Your Customer process, pass-boarding wealth and advice, 

integrated trade order management, and digital compliance. 

Who can benefit from Roboblock? 

• Robo-Advisories can integrate easily to best-in-class asset managers worldwide. 

• Family Offices (Single and Multi) and Institutional Investors can get full 

transparency from mandates as well as store transactions and other data in their 

own platform. 

• Independent Financial Advisors can respond to regulatory requirements such as 

MiFID II while still retaining a focus on their core business. In practice this means 

securely and transparently outsourcing portfolio management to selected partner(s). 
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• Portfolio and Fund Managers can benefit from Roboblock technology by setting up 

a variety of different sales channels for their portfolio management services. 

• Management Companies can streamline their Pre- and Post-Trade Compliance. 

• Counterparties gain an opportunity to act as a distribution channel without a 

general ledger in between. 

What can I achieve with Roboblock? 

• Concentrate on your core business 

• Outsource functions securely while retaining the full control and transparency 

• Distribute financial advice and investment related data via APIs 

• No need for general ledger – no costs related to the general ledger 

• Get the full potential out of your partnerships and network 

• Increased agility and efficiency 
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Worksheet for getting started 
with Roboblock 
 
This article provides you with assisting questions for planning your future 

strategic direction with digitalisation and Roboblock. 

 

 

1. Digital Strategy 
– Do you have a digital strategy? 

– What are your client segment’s expectations? 

– Are you ready for increasing expectations of client access to advice? 

– Do you have a digital & distribution strategy for your advisory knowhow? 

– Is your management information and key performance indicators in line  

with your digital strategy? 

 

2. Competitive realities 
– With both emerging and well established companies providing digital advice,  

how critical is it for your organisation? 

– How critical is it for your business and stakeholders to get the advice in real time  

to respond to rapidly changing market movements? 

– How well do you understand your client segment needs and the digital advice  

as a marketplace? 

– How you will differentiate your digital advice offering? 

– Are you considering outsourcing advice? 
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3. Investing approach 
– Do you have the ambition and knowhow to leverage advice from traditional 

Equity/Fixed Income approach? 

– Can your company’s asset management expertise be leveraged by creating 

competitive and differentiated portfolio advice? 

– What is the approach to passive and active investing philosophy? 

– Are you promoting your company’s ability to select winning funds, equities,  

Fixed Income products or your ability to determine the appropriate asset allocation  

for clients? 

 

4. Products and services offering 
– What products and solutions you offer now? What products and solutions you will 

offer in the future? 

– What is the advice related to; asset allocation, sector exposure, top picks or more? 

– What capabilities do you need to automate in investment management and  

trading processes? 

– What is your product strategy approach? Is your competitive edge in low cost 

approach or in value-add services to your clients? 
 

5. Cultural capabilities and pass-boarding 
– Are you an agile growth company or a traditional bank? 

– Is your business multi-cultural? Can you manage multi-country processes  

such as taxation? 

– How is the co-operation with your business partners? 

– Can you manage your stakeholders and clients with your current business processes? 

– How integrated are your banking, brokerage and advice operations? 
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6. Stakeholder opportunities 
– Who are your stakeholders? 

– What are the roles of your stakeholders? 

– Do you understand Roboblock as a distribution channel? 

– To who you can add more value: new potential clients or existing ones? Can you add 

more value to your older, more valued clients? 

 

7. Partnership opportunities 
– What potential partners and clients do you have that could work with Roboblock? 

– Are you ready to white label your advice? Will you cannibalise something  

in your business? 

– How will you evaluate the options of Roboblock? 
 

8. Future of your wealth management 
– Can you access new markets with Roboblock? 

– Does Roboblock give you business opportunities that you would miss without it? 

– Can you get new partners and clients with Roboblock? 

– Can you establish a new distribution channel by Roboblock?  
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Industry case story: Outsourcing 
Discretionary Asset Management 
 
What does the Roboblock solution means in practice for Independent Financial 

Advisor Investium and Asset Manager JAM Advisors? 

 
The Independent Financial Advisor Investium is seeking to expand its business to asset 

management services due to business opportunities and regulation (MiFID II). They do 

not want to hire their own portfolio managers nor investment strategists. Instead they 

decide to outsource these operations to Asset Manager JAM Advisors, including 

portfolio management, middle office and back office functions. However, Investium 

need to have full transparency and audit trail in their own system. As the operations are 

heavily regulated, Investium must also guarantee their own business continuity. These 

requirements can be fulfilled by the Roboblock technology. 

 

Furthermore, Investium is able to do consolidated reporting to their end clients, where 

the outsourced discretionary asset management is seen as one portfolio of total client 

assets. The solution is delivered as a service in a private cloud where information 

change between platforms happens by secure messaging. 

 

The platform and connectivity incorporates the data, securities, transactions, portfolios 

and model strategies, and process functionality both at Investium and JAM Advisors. 

Roboblock spans the complete investment process, transparency and audit trail, 

including: 

 

– Cash transactions 

– Portfolio Construction & Modelling 

– Trade Execution 

– Investment & Risk Monitoring 

– Investment Valuation & Reconciliation 
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The Roboblock uniquely fuses three key capabilities to deliver a turnkey web-

based solution: 
 

1. Distribution of knowhow (advice) and transactions via API’s without any cost 

related to the general ledger. 

2. Rich software functionality spanning broad investment analytics on both side. 

3. A fundamental set of API’s to mirror data such as securities, transactions, and 

portfolios. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Watch a case story video at www.roboblock.io
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ROBOBLOCKTM 

Roboblock is a concept originally introduced by FA Solutions 
FA Solutions delivers modern investment management and reporting solutions.  
With FA Solutions you will have your investment management always available  

in one software platform. 


